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Abstract: Complex fenestration systems typically comprise co-planar, clear and scattering layers.
As there are many ways to combine layers in fenestration systems, a common approach in
building simulation is to store optical properties separate for each layer. System properties are
then computed employing a fast matrix formalism, often based on a directional basis devised
by JHKlems comprising 145 incident and 145 outgoing directions. While this low directional
resolution is found sufficient to predict illuminance and solar gains, it is too coarse to replicate
the effects of directionality in the generation of imagery. For increased accuracy, a modification of
the matrix formalism is proposed. The tensor-tree format of RADIANCE, employing an algorithm
subdividing the hemisphere at variable resolutions, replaces the directional basis. The utilization of
the tensor-tree with interfaces to simulation software allows sharing and re-use of data. The light
scattering properties of two exemplary fenestration systems as computed employing the matrix
formalism at variable resolution show good accordance with the results of ray-tracing. Computation
times are reduced to 0.4% to 2.5% compared to ray-tracing through co-planar layers. Imagery
computed employing the method illustrates the effect of directional resolution. The method is
supposed to foster research in the field of daylighting, as well as applications in planning and design.
Keywords: multilayer; complex fenestration; variable resolution; BSDF; matrix formalism; daylight
simulation
1. Introduction
Complex Fenestration Systems (CFSs) improve visual and thermal comfort by controlling the
admission and distribution of daylight. They have a two-fold, beneficial effect on electrical energy
demand. Operation of artificial lighting can be minimized due to the increased supply of daylight
and the reduced need to operate sun-shades. Demand for cooling decreases due to lower internal
gains by lighting and the control of solar gains [1–3]. Typical CFSs comprise a set of co-planar, clear
and scattering layers. These layers are chosen from a range of coated and uncoated glazing, interior
or exterior sun-shades and devices for glare control, such as Venetian blinds or woven roller shades.
The optical properties of a CFS result from the particular combination of its layers and includes the
complex inter-reflection within the system [4].
Daylight and building energy simulation are applied to predict the impact of CFSs on comfort
conditions and energy demand [5,6]. For assessments of thermal comfort, models must accurately
predict solar heat gain depending on the incident direction of solar irradiation [7]. Visual comfort
assessments rely on models that replicate not only the total flux, but the distribution of light into the
building interior, adding the outgoing direction as a second independent variable. Models fulfilling
the requirements of thermal and visual comfort assessment are established for fenestration systems
comprising clear layers, such as double or triple glazing, and implemented in simulation software.
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CFSs comprising scattering or re-directing layers impose a particular challenge due to their almost
infinite variety and the characteristic irregularity of their optical properties [8].
1.1. Modeling Complex Fenestration Systems with Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Functions
The effect of CFSs on incident light can be expressed by their Bidirectional Scattering Distribution
Functions (BSDFs). The BSDF describes light transport through a thin surface element, such as thin
CFSs and their layers, for any pair of incident and scattered outgoing directions (θi, φi; θs, φs) [9,10].
The implicit definition of the BSDF is given by the rendering equation [11]:
Ls(θs, φs) =
∫ ωi=4pi
θi ,φi
BSDF(θi, φi; θs, φs) · Li(θi, φi) · cos(θi) · dωi , (1)
where Ls(θs, φs) is the scattered outgoing, Li(θi, φi) the incident radiance and ωi the solid angle of
the light source seen from the surface. Equation (1) shows this simplest formulation of the BSDF
depending only on incident and outgoing directions. Further variables may be introduced to resolve
spatial non-uniformity or the dependence on wavelength [12].
Analytical models for the BSDF of CFSs have been proposed, but share the limitation that they
are applicable only to particular classes of systems [13,14]. The application of a directional basis,
merging ranges of both incident and outgoing directions into patches, allows one to replace the BSDF
as a continuous function by a discrete set of luminous coefficients [15]. For each combination of one
patch on the incident, and one on the outgoing hemisphere, this coefficient holds the average BSDF
of all incident and outgoing directions contained by the patch. This average evaluates the bi-conical
transmission, an optical property that can be directly measured using gonio-photometers [16,17] or
computed employing analytical models or Monte Carlo ray-tracing techniques [18–20].
1.2. Computational Combination of Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Functions
To leverage the fact that an almost infinite number of CFSs is formed by combining a limited
set of available layers, measurements and the creation of libraries, such as the Complex Glazing
Database (CGDB) [21], typically aim to characterize individual layers rather than entire system
assemblies. Computational methods to combine the BSDF of one fenestration layer or a subsystem
(BSDFL) with that of adjacent layers into the effective BSDF of an entire fenestration system (BSDFS)
are then applied to provide models for simulation. A matrix formalism is employed in analogy
to the computation of scattering on stacks of clear layers [22]. Forward and backward reflection
and transmission R f f , T f b, Tb f , Rbb form the four components of the BSDF (Table 1) and are each
represented as a matrix of m incident and n outgoing directions [23,24].
Table 1. Matrix representation of BSDF components. Reflection R occurs if the incident and scattered
light direction lie on the same side of a sample. Transmission T is defined for incident and scattered
light on opposite sides. Two-letter subscripts indicate the side of the sample where light is incident
on (first subscript) and scattered to (second subscript).
Forward Backward
Reflection front to front θi = 0◦ to 90◦ θi = 0◦ to 90◦ R f f
back to back θi = 90◦ to 180◦ θi = 90◦ to 180◦ Rbb
Transmission front to back θi = 0◦ to 90◦ θi = 90◦ to 180◦ T f b
back to front θi = 90◦ to 180◦ θi = 0◦ to 90◦ Tb f
In building sciences, the matrix formalism was proposed to evaluate the absorption of light on
individual layers as part of the computation of solar heat gain through CFSs [25,26]. The luminous
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coefficients cm,n for the four component matrices are ordered such that the columns m correspond to
145 incident and rows n to 145 outgoing directions:
M =

in→
c(θi,1, φi,1, θs,1, φs,1) . . . c(θi,145, φi,145, θs,1, φs,1)
out ↓ ... . . . ...
c(θi,1, φi,1, θs,145, φs,145) . . . c(θi,145, φi,145, θs,145, φs,145)
 (2)
The directional basis of 145 defined directions will be referred to as the Klems basis after its
inventor and is illustrated in Figure 1a. By convention, the forward direction corresponds to incident
light from the building exterior. Purely specular transmission and reflection, defined by equal
incident and outgoing direction, form a special case that can be described by diagonal matrices.
The coupling of the outgoing directions of one layer to the corresponding incident directions on
the next adjacent layer is implemented by a diagonal propagation matrix Λ. Its coefficients are set to
the projected solid angle of the patch represented by each coefficient cm = ωm · cos θm. The BSDFS of
the entire system, including inter-reflection between layers, is then computed by iteratively repeating
the combination of BSDFLs for pairs of layers or sub-systems L1 and L2:
T f b,S = T f b,L2· (I−Λ ·Rbb,L1 ·Λ ·R f f ,L2)−1· Λ · T f b,L1
R f f ,S = R f f ,L1 + Tb f ,L1· (I−Λ ·R f f ,L2 ·Λ ·Rbb,L1)−1· Λ ·R f f ,L2 · Λ · T f b,L1
Tb f ,S = Tb f ,L1· (I−Λ ·R f f ,L2 ·Λ ·Rbb,L1)−1· Λ · Tb f ,L2
Rbb,S = Rbb,L2 + T f b,L2· (I−Λ ·Rbb,L1 ·Λ ·R f f ,L2)−1· Λ ·Rbb,L1 · Λ · Tb f ,L2
(3)
To overcome the effects of spectral averaging, the method can be applied to spectral channels and
is as such implemented in WINDOW [27]. With its interfaces to various building energy simulation
tools and the CGDB, this software is currently the de-facto standard for modeling of multi-layer CFSs.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1. Fixed set of 145 patches comprising the Klems basis (a) and patches from square-to-disk
mapping employing the Shirley–Chiu algorithm at resolution k = 3 (b) and k = 5 (c).
1.3. Data-Driven Models of the Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Function in Daylight Simulation
Due to its general applicability, discrete representations of the BSDF have been employed in
lighting simulation to model the irregular transmission through CFSs.
Distributed as part of the daylight simulation software RADIANCE, mkillum evaluates BSDF
data during the pre-computation of light transport through fenestration. It replaces the CFS
by a virtual light-source in the diffuse-indirect inter-reflection calculation [15]. The Klems basis
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comprising 145 patches is applied to both incident and outgoing directions. A modification of
mkillum substitutes the Klems basis by 145 incident and 1297 outgoing directions, following a
recommendation by the International Energy Agency (IEA) [28–30]. Current versions of RADIANCE
support the use of data-driven models, not only in the pre-computation of virtual light sources. A
data-driven reflection and transmission model allows one to describe any CFS only by a surface and
its BSDFS in all phases of the simulation. The support of the Klems basis provides an interface
to the CGDB as a data provider, as well as to WINDOW to model glazing assemblies from chosen
BSDFLs. The data-driven model is in wide use especially in Climate-Based Daylight Modeling
(CBDM) workflows, such as the Three-Phase Method (TPM). Shared among software tools, such
as WINDOW, ENERGYPLUS and RADIANCE, the Klems basis backs a consistent modeling approach in
multi-domain simulation [31,32].
The directional resolution of the Klems basis has been found to be sufficient in simulations
aiming for illuminance-based performance metrics. However, its adequacy in the computation of
imagery such as applied in the prediction of glare and visual comfort has been questioned [33].
RADIANCE addresses this limitation by a refined representation of the BSDF. Rather than applying
a fixed directional basis, patches are defined by mapping regions of a sub-divided square to the
hemisphere. A symmetric subdivision of both axes of the square by the base of two results in
2k · 2k patches, with typical k = 3 to 7. An algorithm maps the boundaries of the sub-squares
to directions θ, φ and leads to a set of patches of equal projected solid angle and configurable
resolution 22·k = 64 to 16384. The resulting patches are shown for two exemplary resolutions
(k = 3 and k = 5) in Figure 1b,c. A four-dimensional tensor (dimensions relating to θi, φi, θs, φs)
can consequently hold the 24·k luminous coefficients for 22·k incident and 22·k outgoing directions of
one BSDF component [34]. An optional data-reduction pass processes the tensor into a hierarchical,
four-dimensional tree structure by adapting its resolution according to the local variance of the initial
set of coefficients. The adaptive resolution preserves important detail, but drastically reduces the
size of the model. An interface to load, cache and query the model is provided with libBSDF as part
of the open source software RADIANCE. This approach to store the BSDF at configurable resolution
will be referred to as the Shirley–Chiu algorithm, after the inventors of the underlying disk-to-square
mapping algorithm [35].
While both the generation of BSDFs and its application in daylight simulation at high resolution
are supported in RADIANCE, the combination of BSDFLs of adaptive resolution in analogy to the
matrix formalism implemented in WINDOW is not possible. Modeling of CFSs by the data-driven
model applied to co-planar surfaces is not feasible due to the computational expense of ray-tracing.
Horizontal research designs aiming to cover many different combinations of fenestration layers,
as well as planners evaluating alternatives, are therefore currently limited to models of low resolution.
2. Objectives
An extension of the matrix formalism is proposed to support the combination of BSDFLs at
variable resolution. Three criteria shall be fulfilled to match the requirements of daylight simulations:
1. BSDFLs of different directional resolution shall be combined. This reflects the fact that
descriptions of layers with very different optical characteristics, often leading to different
approaches in their characterization by measurement or simulation, have to be combined.
2. The directional resolution of the resulting BSDFS shall be configurable. The target resolution of
the system’s BSDFS depends on factors such as the characteristics of the CFS, as well as the later
application of the model in assessments requiring different degrees of accuracy.
3. Support for the data-driven reflection and transmission model in RADIANCE shall ensure the
applicability of the method in visual comfort assessments and leverage the data-reduction
algorithm implemented in RADIANCE. The compact representation allows one to make use of
libraries of BSDFL data in analogy to the CGDB and is crucial to employ data-driven models in
simulations with often complex and detailed architectural models.
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The method shall be tested by applying it to two exemplary CFSs and comparing its results to
Monte Carlo ray-tracing through geometric models. To illustrate the impact on computation time,
the method is compared to ray-tracing through co-planar BSDFLs.
3. Method
The Shirley–Chiu algorithm is proposed to replace the Klems basis in the matrix formalism
to combine BSDFLs. This extended matrix formalism employs the RADIANCE locally adaptive
tensor-tree format to reduce the size of BSDFLs as input and BSDFSs as output. The implementation
in C++ uses the EIGEN library [36] for matrix computations and functions from RADIANCE to read,
sample and write BSDF data. Exemplary CFSs are selected to test the method by comparing its results
to those of ray-tracing through geometric models and stacks of BSDFLs. Down-sampling of BSDFs
from high to lower resolution supports the combination of datasets with different resolution and is
employed to test the impact of resolution on direct-hemispherical optical properties.
3.1. Matrix Formalism Employing a Subdivision Algorithm of Variable Resolution
The Klems basis as originally proposed with the matrix formalism divides the hemisphere into
patches of approximately equal solid angle. These patches, 1 to 145, allow one to address a region
containing any incident direction by its index m. Likewise, the outgoing direction is assigned to the
index of its corresponding patch n. Ordering bi-conical transmission and reflection as coefficients by
m, n allows one to store each component of the BSDF in a matrix and to apply Equation (3).
The hardly parameterizable Klems basis is replaced by the Shirley–Chiu algorithm to relate i · j
patches forming one hemisphere to cells of a square matrix H of i rows and j columns. Subsequently,
the cells of the matrix H are re-ordered row-wise into one vector h of i · j elements so that any patch
on the hemisphere can be addressed by its vector-index in analogy to the Klems basis. Unlike the
Klems basis, this vector is of configurable length depending on the chosen directional resolution.
Applying this method both to incident and outgoing directions, any incident direction θi, φi is
related to its corresponding index m and any outgoing direction θs, φs to index n. Similar to the
component matrix based on the Klems basis, the indices m and n, representing incident and outgoing
direction, become the position of the luminous coefficients in the component matrix M. This allows
one to relate any coefficient cm,n with indices m, n = 1 to 22k, 1 to 22k in a component square matrix M
of size m · n to a corresponding pair of incident and outgoing directions θi, φi, θs, φs:
M =

in→
c(θi,1, φi,1, θs,1, φs,1) . . . c(θi,22k , φi,22k , θs,1, φs,1)
out ↓ ... . . . ...
c(θi,1, φi,1, θs,22k , φs,22k ) . . . c(θi,22k , φi,22k , θs,22k , φs,22k )
 (4)
The parameter k defines the directional resolution of the BSDF. Given that i = j = 2k and
kmax = 7, the method is applicable at directional resolutions of < 2◦ or up to 22·kmax =16,384 incident
and outgoing directions. The resulting maximum size of the matrix is 24·kmax = 268,435,456 cells,
corresponding to 1 GB per component assuming single precision floating point values.
The Shirley–Chiu algorithm ensures that the mapping of patches to matrix cells is
cosine-weighted. The projected solid angle Ω of all patches is equal and propagation matrix
Λ, relating outgoing and incident directions of adjacent layers, becomes a diagonal matrix with
coefficients of equal value:
Λ =

in→
Ω1
out ↓ . . .
Ω22k
 with all Ω = pi22k (5)
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3.2. Pair-Wise Combination of Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Functions at Variable Resolution
The computation of the BSDFS of a CFS is implemented by a sequence of pair-wise combinations
of layer BSDFLs. The combinations are repeated to sequentially add BSDFLs until all layers of the
fenestration system have been merged into one data-driven model.
The tensor-tree representations of two layers are loaded calling functions of the libBSDF library
as distributed with RADIANCE. As the convention in RADIANCE, being a backward ray-tracer, differs
from that of the original matrix formalism in that it considers the interior to be the front surface, front
and back components have to be flipped. For each layer, component matrices R f f , T f b, Tb f , Rbb of a
size determined by the chosen target resolution are filled by sampling the tensor-tree for all pairs of
incident and outgoing directions. The propagation matrixΛ is initialized (see Equation (5)) according
to chosen resolution k. The components of the BSDFS are calculated according to Equation (3).
The resulting components are again flipped to match the different conventions of front and back
side in RADIANCE. They are then sequentially passed to the command rttree_reduce, generating a
compact tensor-tree of each component, and merged into one file by wrapBSDF, adding the meta-data
required to interpret the file by libBSDF. Both rttree_reduce and wrapBSDF are distributed with
RADIANCE and could be employed to integrate the method into the daylight simulation software.
3.3. Combination of Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Functions of Different Resolutions
The parameterizable directional basis allows one to store BSDFs at different resolutions.
However, the computational combination of BSDFLs according to Equation (3) is only defined for
matrices of identical size. A sampling strategy must be therefore chosen to combine BSDFLs of
different resolution and generate a BSDFS of given target resolution. The size of all matrices employed
in the calculation is set according to the target resolution. The BSDFL of each layer is down- or
up-sampled accordingly when the matrices are created. For cases where the target resolution of
BSDFS is higher than the resolution of the input layer BSDFL, clusters of neighboring coefficients
will share an identical value. If the resolution of BSDFS is smaller than that of BSDFL, proper
sampling must ensure that, e.g., sharp peaks in the input BSDFL are not missed. In the current
implementation, all coefficients of the high resolution dataset contained in one patch of the target
dataset are sampled and averaged. Figure 2 shows the sampled directions, which equal the center
points of the high resolution dataset and the low resolution patches of an exemplary target resolution.
Adaptive oversampling of the BSDFL would reduce computational expense, but add complexity to
the implementation.
Figure 2. Resampling from higher (kh = 5, red lines) to lower (kl = 3, grey lines) directional
resolution. For each patch at the target resolution, 22(˙kh−kl) samples (red dots) are averaged.
3.4. Testing the Method and Its Impact on the Predicted Performance of Multilayer Fenestration Systems
3.4.1. Cases and Computational Generation of Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Functions
To test the validity and impact of the method, it is applied to two exemplary CFSs:
CFS1 Flat specular blinds embedded in a double glazing unit comprise a simple case of a CFS with
predictable scattering properties.
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CFS2 Tilted light-shafts embedded in a triple glazing unit redirect light admitted from a range of
given incident directions. The array of light shafts is highly directionally selective, aiming at
a complete exclusion of direct sunlight in overhead applications.
Three sets of simulation models are prepared. These provide (1) BSDFSs as input to the proposed
method, (2) geometric models of the CFSs as input for ray-tracing as reference method to generate
BSDFSs and (3) the input to combine BSDFLs by ray-tracing as an alternative method.
First, simulation models of the scattering layers of both CFSs are prepared for the generation of
BSDFLs with genBSDF. Following the modeling convention in RADIANCE, the inside surface points
upward. The clear glass panes are modeled by the RADIANCE built-in glass material. The scattering
layers are geometrically modeled, and their BSDFLs computed by genBSDF. Parameters for genBSDF
used in the generation of the layers’ BSDFLs are listed in Table 2. The generated tensor has four
dimensions (−t4) corresponding to a mapping of θi, φi, θi, φi at resolution k = 7. From each
incident direction, −c n sample rays are sent. The chosen 163,840 rays ensure that an average of
163840/22·7 = 10 rays for each pair of incident and outgoing directions are averaged over the
model area to sample its non-uniform characteristics. The resulting BSDFLs provide the input for
our method.
A second set of geometric models is prepared for the entire assemblies CFS1 and CFS2.
The composition of the models is illustrated in Figure 3. The BSDFSs for both CFSs are computed by
genBSDF with identical parameters as given in Table 2. The resulting BSDFSs are used as a reference
to test the validity of the extended matrix formalism.
(a) (b)
Figure 3. CFS1 (a) Flat mirror-blinds (red) in front of double-glazing (blue). CFS2 (b) Tilted light-shafts
(red) embedded in double glazing (blue).
Table 2. Parameters for genBSDF in the generation of layer and system BSDFs from geometric models.
Parameter Description Value
−t4 k Tensor resolution exponent, results in 24·k coefficients 7
−c n Number of sample rays per hemisphere 163,840
Percentage of data reduction applied to tensor (constant set in genBSDF) 90
Finally, the CFSs are modeled as stacks of surfaces. Each surface with its associated BSDFL
represents one layer. The BSDFSs are computed using genBSDF. Ray-tracing through such stacks
of BSDFLs is a challenge for the sampling algorithm, and parameters are relaxed to achieve results
in acceptable times as shown in Table 3. With the BSDFLs being uniform over the layer surfaces,
sampling parameter−c n is decreased. An additional parameter−ad n is set to reduce the number of
rays spawned at each ray intersection of the diffuse-indirect calculation. The resulting BSDFS should
agree with the results of the proposed method, but significantly prolonged computation times are
expected. This alternative approach shall illustrate the higher performance of the matrix formalism.
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Table 3. Parameters for genBSDF in the generation of system BSDFs from stacked BSDFLs.
Parameter Description Value
−t4 g Tensor resolution exponent, results in 24·g coefficients 7
−c n Number of sample rays per hemisphere 32,768
−ad n Number of daughter rays at each ambient ray intersection 128
Percentage of data reduction applied to tensor (constant set in genBSDF) 90
3.4.2. Comparison of the Results of the Extended Matrix Formalism and Ray-Tracing
To test the validity of the extended matrix formalism employing the Shirley–Chiu algorithm, its
results are compared with ray-tracing through the geometrical models. For one exemplary incident
direction, the resulting BSDFSs of both CFSs are plotted in a cylindrical mapping of all outgoing
scattered directions of the transmission hemisphere. The plotted distributions are qualitatively
compared to test the capability of the method to replicate the characteristic features in the BSDFs.
For this evaluation of the method’s validity, the ray-traced BSDFSs are considered to be the
ground-truth, as the well-known ray-tracing algorithm in the computation of the BSDFSs is identical
to the computation of the individual layers BSDFLs.
The cosine term cos(θi) in Equation (1) leads to an exaggeration of deviations in the BSDF at
directions close to the grazing angle θi = 90◦. The BSDF is therefore converted into its equivalent
Differential Scattering Function (DSF) prior to quantitative comparisons according to Equation (6).
DSF(θi, φi; θs, φs) = BSDF(θi, φi; θs, φs) · cos(θi) (6)
Global Accordance (GA) and Local Accordance (LA) are applied to compare the two DSFs of
a CFS for one given incident direction [37]. These metrics are based on the pair-wise comparison
of values for identical directions. If a sharp peak is accurately predicted for a direction minimally
offset from the peak direction in the reference, this good accordance would not be accounted for
because of the mismatch of peak directions. To reduce the sensitivity of the comparison to such slight
directional mismatches, the resolution of both distributions is reduced (from k = 7 to k = 5) before
the application of the metrics. This step merges 16 adjacent directions and thereby avoids artifacts
due to sharp peaks and high frequency noise.
As defined in Equation (7), GA integrates the accordance fA,B of DSF A with reference B for all
outgoing direction indices j into one metric. For applications in the comparison of gonio-photometric
measurements of luminaires assuming identical instrumentation, a range of 98% to 99% is considered
good and 99% to 100% very good [38]. When different instruments or computational methods are
employed, a lower degree of accordance can be expected.
fA,B = 100
1−
√√√√√√√√
n
∑
j=1
(
DSFA,j −DSFB,j
)2
n
∑
j=1
(
DSFA,j + DSFB,j
)2
 (7)
LA as a directionally-resolved metric is employed to localize deviations in the DSFs. For a distribution
A and a given reference B, LA is defined for any directional index j by Equation (8).
f j,A,B = 100
(
1−
∣∣∣∣∣DSFA,j −DSFB,jDSFA,j + DSFB,j
∣∣∣∣∣
)
(8)
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3.4.3. Comparing the Performance of the Matrix Formalism to Ray-Tracing
The computation times of the extended matrix formalism and the application of genBSDF to
combine BSDFL are compared. Computation times are measured employing the time command,
which is available on UNIX-like operating systems [39]. The user time is reported, accumulating the
times spent by parallel processes to give an absolute measure of computational cost. To minimize
the influence of input-output operations in the sampling routine of genBSDF, the model including
its data-driven BSDFs was stored on a Random-Access Memory (RAM) disk. In typical applications,
access to the files containing the data-driven models would add up on the computation time for
both techniques.
3.4.4. Testing the Down-Sampling of Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Functions
To test the down-sampling from high to lower resolution, two BSDFs of CFS2 are generated at
directional resolutions of 1,024 and 16,384 directions per hemisphere (k = 7 and k = 5). The result
of down-sampling the high resolution dataset to a resolution corresponding to the low-resolution
dataset is compared to the latter for one incident direction.
3.4.5. Impact of Directional Resolution on the Predicted Performance of Fenestration Systems
Direct-hemispherical transmission is computed from the BSDFSs of the two exemplary CFSs.
As a measure of the total luminous flux through the system for one incident direction, it allows one
to test the impact of directional resolution on predicted supply of daylight and solar gains. As it
is assumed that directional resolution can be low in building energy simulation and visual comfort
assessments based on illuminance, a neglectable effect is expected.
To illustrate the impact of directional resolution on imagery rendered employing data-driven
BSDF models, two variants of BSDFS are employed to model CFS1 in the context of a cellular office.
One variant is based on the Shirley–Chiu algorithm and has a high directional resolution (k = 7).
The second variant employs the Klems basis and has a low directional resolution. The south-oriented
office is shown in Figure 4. It is exposed to direct sunlight, with Sun altitude θsun = 28.5◦ and
azimuth φsun = 53.6◦ west. Two views are considered, one facing the fenestration system, the
other representing a typical position of an occupant. Images are rendered using the RADIANCE rpict
command for two different views. The parameters for rpict are listed in Table 4.
Table 4. Parameters for rpict in the generation imagery.
Parameter Description Value
−aa k Ambient accuracy, k = 0 disables ambient caching 0
−ad n Ambient divisions, number of child rays in indirect-diffuse calculation 16,384
−lw w Limit weight, maximum contribution of one ray 5 × 10−5
−ss s Specular sampling, number of rays to send in indirect-specular calculation 1024
−ps t Pixel sample spacing, t = 1 disables adaptive sampling 1
4. Results
4.1. Computed BSDFs of the Fenestration Layers
The BSDFLs of the two scattering fenestration layers as computed using genBSDF are shown
in Figure 5. Only the distributions over the transmission hemisphere are plotted, although all four
components of the BSDFLs are computed and required according to Equation (3). The scattering layer
of CFS1 shows no distinct peak in the transmission distribution as direct transmission is blocked at
the the high elevation angle θi = 50◦ (a). The complex structure contained in CFS2 results in multiple
distinct peaks (b).
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3.20 m
2.75 m
5.95 m
Figure 4. Cellular office as a test case for simulations employing BSDFSs of different directional bases.
CFSs are applied in the two upper zones of the fenestration, the lowest zones is opaque.
(a)
10−3 10−2 10−1 100 101 102
(b)
Figure 5. Transmission BSDFLs for incident direction θi = 50◦, φi = 90◦ of the scattering layers of
CFS1 (a) and CFS2 (b). Please refer to Figure 3 for the positions of the scattering (red) layers within
each CFS. Azimuth angle φ = 90 points up, referring to the up vector for CFS1 and north for CFS2.
4.2. Re-Sampling of the Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Function
The validity of the algorithm to sample a BSDFL to component matrices at variable resolution is
of utter importance for the method, if BSDFs of different resolution shall be combined. Figure 6 shows
three transmission distributions of CFS3 for θi = 30◦. Two distributions are generated by Monte Carlo
ray-tracing at different directional resolutions (k = 7 (a) and k = 5 (b)). genBSDF was employed with
the model of the assembly CFS3 as shown in Figure 3b and the parameters listed in Table 2. The third
distribution (c) is the result of down-sampling from (a) to the lower resolution of (b).
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6. Comparison of ray-traced and down-sampled transmission distributions of CFS2 for
incident direction θi = 30◦, φi = 90◦: (a) Ray-traced at high resolution (k = 7). (b) Down-sampled
from (a) to moderate resolution (k = 5). (c) Ray-traced distribution with resolution as (b).
4.3. Combined Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Functions and Comparison to Results of Ray-Tracing
The BSDFS of each CFS was computed by ray-tracing from the geometric models, as well as
employing the extended matrix formalism. The data-reduction eliminated 90 % of the tensor in the
final combination step.
The transmission distributions predicted by both methods for incident direction θi = 50◦ are
shown in Figure 7. Their accordance is illustrated as 1 − LA of their corresponding DSFs and
emphasizes regions of high deviation. While the distributions for CFS1 appear to be identical in
Figure 7a,c, a smearing out of the less distinct features can be observed for CFS2 (b,d). The position
and shape of the features in the distributions agree qualitatively.
GA as a quantitative metric of accordance is listed in Table 5. An extended set of distributions
was evaluated and is illustrated in Figures A1 and A2 in the Appendix. Accordance between the
results of the two methods is low for high incident elevation angles θi. A particularly low GA is
found for CFS1 and incident direction θi, φi = 65◦, 90◦ where all direct transmission is blocked.
Table 5. GA of the results from matrix formalism with Shirley–Chiu algorithm and ray-tracing.
CFS θi,φi = 65◦, 90◦ θi,φi = 50◦, 90◦ θi,φi = 45◦, 90◦ θi,φi = 25◦, 90◦ θi,φi = 45◦, 45◦
CFS1 0.010 88.943 97.864 98.938 97.760
CFS2 67.677 95.410 97.992 96.361 98.738
4.4. Evaluating the Performance of the Matrix Formalism
Results from the computation of BSDFSs by the matrix formalism employing the Shirley–Chiu
algorithm and by ray-tracing stacks of BSDFLs using genBSDF are shown in Figure 8. The BSDFLs
as input for both methods were all of high directional resolution k = 7. GA of the resulting DSFs
compared to ray-tracing with geometric models was 70.239 for CFS1 and 82.636 for CFS2. Compared
to the matrix formalism (Table 5), the accordance is low and affected by noise. Due to the already
notable computation times, further increased sampling parameters to reduce noise and improve
accordance were not investigated.
The combination of the three BSDFLs comprising each CFS by Monte Carlo ray-tracing and at
high target resolution k = 7 led to elapsed user times as shown in Table 6. Even if this computation
time is distributed among, e.g., 12 cores of a modern computer, this still leads to a computation time
of about one day for CFS1 and one week for CFS2. The durations of the ray-tracing approach for the
two CFSs differ significantly.
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Figure 7. BSDFS from geometrical ray-tracing (a,b) and matrix formalism (c,d). 1 − LA (e,f) for
θi = 50◦, φi = 90◦. Top to bottom: CFS1, CFS2.
Table 6. Elapsed user time for the combination of stacked BSDFLs employing the extended matrix
formalism at selected directional resolutions (k = 4 to 7) and ray-tracing at high resolution (k = 7).
CFS k = 4 k = 5 k = 6 k = 7 genBSDF
CFS1 0.26 h 0.26 h 0.39 h 7.09 h 289 h
CFS2 0.26 h 0.26 h 0.40 h 7.07 h 1981 h
Computation time of the matrix formalism at the same high target resolution as in the ray-tracing
based approach is about 7 h without parallel processing. The duration is almost identical for both
CFSs. Directional target resolution has a significant impact on the computation time for resolutions
higher than k = 5. For these resolutions, the extended matrix formalism leads to computation times
in the range of approximately 0.25 h to 7 h for both CFSs. Resolutions below k = 5 do not further
reduce the computation time.
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Figure 8. BSDFS from ray-tracing geometrical models as shown in Figure 3 (a,b) and through stack of
data-driven BSDF models (c,d). 1− LA (e,f) for θi = 50◦, φi = 90◦. Top to bottom: CFS1, CFS2.
4.5. Evaluating the Impact of Directional Resolution
For both CFSs, the direct-hemispherical transmission calculated with different resolutions shows
a high degree of accordance. The results are show in Figure 9 for selected ranges of outgoing
θi. Ranges with possible direct sunlight exposure are under-laid changing gradually from yellow
(winter) to orange (summer) for typical orientations of the CFSs. The transmission through CFS1
decreases with increasing θi, corresponding to higher Sun elevation angles as the CFS is typically
installed vertically. CFS2 is assumed in a horizontal orientation, with φi = 90◦ pointing north.
For directions in the south, light is almost blocked up to Sun altitudes of 20◦, corresponding to
φi = −20◦. Transmission increases toward north. The step artifacts in all three curves match the
angular diameter of the different resolution applied in the hemispherical sub-division.
Imagery generated employing the data-driven BSDF model at high resolution of k = 6, as well as
of the Klems directional basis is shown in Figures 10 and 11. The low resolution leads to a loss of the
sharp contours of the shadow caused by the the shape of the windows and the dividing frames. While
the difference is only marginally perceived when facing the fenestration (Figure 10), it dominates the
field of view of an occupant facing the wall exposed to direct sunlight (Figure 11). Noise due to
insufficient directional sampling of the high resolution BSDF is visible in Figures 10a and 11a.
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Figure 9. Direct-hemispherical transmission calculated with BSDFs of two different directional
resolutions. The Sun elevations for an application in a south facing fenestration are indicated for
CFS1 (a). For CFS2 (b), an overhead installation is assumed. Sun elevations are chosen for Lucerne.
(a) (b)
Figure 10. View toward fenestration. CFS1 modeled by combining BSDFLs based on the Shirley–Chiu
algorithm and high directional resolution k = 6 (a) and Klems basis (b).
(a) (b)
Figure 11. View of an occupant. As in Figure 10, CFS1 is modeled by combining BSDFLs based on
the Shirley–Chiu algorithm (a) and Klems basis (b). The different directional resolutions affect the
luminance distribution within the field of view significantly.
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5. Discussion and Conclusion
The proposed extension of the matrix formalism introduced by Klems allows one to calculate
optical properties of the fenestration systems at higher and variable directional resolution. Utilization
of the compact tensor-tree format supported by RADIANCE allows one to build up libraries of layer
data maintaining a high degree of detail at moderate file size and provides a means to employ the
generated system BSDFs in daylight simulation.
Accordance between results of the variable-resolution matrix formalism based on the
Shirley–Chiu algorithm and ray-tracing as a reference is high for both tested CFSs and most incident
directions. Artifacts occur for less distinct features if the directional resolution is reduced, but do
not affect prominent features or the overall characteristics of the distribution. Low GA for incident
directions where direct transmission is blocked can be explained with the higher impact of low
values in the BSDFs. These are affected both by noise and the data-reduction algorithm. To ensure
that accordance is not limited to distributions resulting from the one chosen incident direction,
an extended set of distributions is shown in Figures A1 and A2 in the Appendix.
The dependency of direct-hemispherical transmission on the incident direction, which is
characteristic for both assessed CFSs, is replicated by BSDFs of different resolutions. While the
slopes shown in Figure 9 are affected by step artifacts depending on directional resolution, these
effects would be canceled out by averaging if more than one incident direction is considered, e.g., in
annual assessments. Therefore, one can expect that low resolution models, such as those supported
by WINDOW, are applicable if the total flux entering a building through the CFS is to be evaluated
based on annual simulations. This holds true especially for thermal comfort assessments. The results
seem to confirm prior works [33] that also for assessments employing illuminance-based metrics, the
impact of directional resolution can be neglected in the tested range of directional resolutions k = 4
to k = 7. The difference in the imagery rendered employing BSDFs of different resolution asks for an
in-depth study on the impact on luminance-based assessments of glare and visual comfort.
For the first time, BSDFSs fulfilling the requirements of such assessments can be efficiently
computed from collections of layer properties. The combination of BSDFLs by ray-tracing is possible,
but impractical due to its inefficiency. The presented method is therefore expected to be an important
support for practitioners, assessing variants, such as different combinations of clear and scattering
layers. In research, the extension of the matrix formalism to variable directional resolution opens a
door to horizontal research design, aiming at the evaluation of not only a few exemplary systems, but
huge numbers of possible combinations of fenestration components.
The current implementation does not allow one to employ analytical models, e.g., for clear
layers. An extension to read in compact descriptions of clear glazing, which can be efficiently stored in
diagonal matrices, shall be implemented. An optimization to process large datasets in parallel beyond
the already utilized optimizations in matrix computations would promise a significant speed-up and
would allow one to resolve the computation to spectral channels. Block-based algorithms in the
multiplication of matrices shall be investigated to overcome memory constraints.
An open-source distribution is planned after revision of dependencies on software libraries and
further testing.
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Appendix
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Figure A1. CFS1: Transmission based on ray-tracing ((a) to (d)) and matrix formalism ((e) to (h)). 1−
LA of resulting distributions ((i) to (l)). Incident directions from top to bottom: θi = 65◦, φi = 0◦ (a,e,i),
θi = 45◦, φi = 0◦ (b,f,j), θi = 25◦, φi = 0◦ (c,g,k) and θi = 45◦, φi = 45◦ (d,h,l).
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Figure A2. CFS2: Transmission based on ray-tracing ((a) to (d)) and matrix formalism ((e) to (h)). 1−
LA of resulting distributions ((i) to (l)). Incident directions from top to bottom: θi = 65◦, φi = 0◦ (a,e,i),
θi = 45◦, φi = 0◦ (b,f,j), θi = 25◦, φi = 0◦ (c,g,k) and θi = 45◦, φi = 45◦ (d,h,l).
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